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objectives

Working with users with 
a critical perspective

Co-produce a new 
EWS with users

Interdisciplinarity as 
a trend for new EWS 

Importance of risk 
perception and risk 
communication in 

establishing new EWS 

to unify in future EWS 
the WMO and Sendai 
Framework semantics 



Working with users with a critical perspective

Area involved
Phenomenon

Situation /Details

Issue Time

Validity Period

- Very technical language
- Extremely confusing coverage area.
- The same phenomena named subjectively differently. 
- No recommendations
- warnings are in text format. 



Co-produce a new EWS with users and 
Interdisciplinarity as a trend for new EWS. 

New software developments that
enable information production

processes to be changed

The necessary information about
what needs to be changed

Interdisciplinary
working groups

Strategic alliances with decision makers 
to orient the new EWS to their needs 

DURING the configuration process



Co-produce a new EWS with users and Interdisciplinarity as 
a trend for new EWS. User oriented thresholds

The conventional 
meteorological observer and 
the decision-maker had to 
answer this question 
together and by consensus 
about all kinds of 
phenomena.

“From how many kilometers 
per hour the wind begins to 
be a problem for the usual 
development of your city?”



Risk Communication & EWS

EWS comparisson + paper review



Co-produce a new EWS with users. 
Setting strategic alliances to have expected results

Red Warning Protocol

• No Argentine citizen or decision-maker has ever 
received a red warning in the past.

• We began to work hard to protocolize the entire 
chain of communications of a red warning, from 
decision making on the forecast floor to calls to 
ministers, passing through a concrete 
communication strategy with other agencies. 



Present EWS Technical 
language

confusing 
coverage area

phenomena 
named 
subjectively 

no recommendations
on what to do



Warning system
RAIN

THUNDERSTORMS

WINDS

ZONDA WIND (ANDES)

SNOW

Advisory system
LOW VISIBILITY:

FOG 

DUST

VOLCANIC ASH

SMOKE

LOW /HIGH TEMPERATURES

DRR semantic

CAP format

Recommendations

Three-day warning
monitoring

User oriented



 We are being trained in IBF

 Argentina has a high level of participants in 
Expert Teams, Working Groups that creates
new capabilities in our MetService

 We are working with impact information and 
we are incorporating it into some decision 
making and information production processes.

 We are designing new products that have 
“impact awareness” but DO NOT OFFICIALLY 
incorporate impact information. 

 Official information on impacts is scarce, 
heterogeneous and not systematized.

 The information that exists on impacts is not 
uniform in time and space. It is from different 
jurisdictions (sometimes local, sometimes 
provincial, sometimes regional) 

 There is currently no national project written 
by authorities to systematize impact data.

 Historical impact data are scarce 

Challenges
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